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30.1 Introduction

Fluid machines containing moving parts require dynamic seals to prevent leakage of fluid out of the
machine, transport of contaminants into the machine, and leakage of fluid between components. Such
seals play important roles in ensuring the reliable operation of fluid machines and, most importantly, in
protecting the environment from undesirable and harmful emissions.

Dynamic seals generally contain one or more interfaces between a stationary and a moving surface.
Thus, they are considered tribological components. Most commonly, the dynamic seal is used to seal the
space between a rotating or reciprocating shaft and a machine housing.

Many types of dynamic seals are in use today. These include:

• fixed clearance seals, such as the bushing, labyrinth seal, visco (or windback) seal, floating ring
seal, ferrofluid seal

• variable clearance seals, such as the reciprocating lip seal, mechanical (or face) seal, and rotary lip seal

The latter two are the most widely used types of dynamic seal, and are the subject of this chapter.

30.2 Mechanical Seals

The mechanical seal is a precision-engineered product. Typical applications are centrifugal pumps,
compressors, turbines, mixers, marine propeller shafts, and aircraft engines. Although mass-produced
mechanical seals, such as those used in automotive water pumps and household appliances, cost in the
range of $1 to $2, most mechanical seal designs range in price from a few hundred dollars to several
hundred thousand dollars (for a nuclear reactor coolant pump seal system).

Richard F. Salant
Georgia Institute of Technology



        
30.2.1 Basic Concept

The essential parts of a mechanical seal are shown in Figure 30.1. The two annular seal faces have flat
mating surfaces. One of those faces, the rotor, is mounted on the rotating shaft, while the other, the
stator, is mounted on the housing. Either the rotor or the stator is free to float in the axial direction,
while the mating face is fixed, axially. Secondary seals, such as O-rings, prevent leakage between the rotor
and the shaft, and between the stator and the housing. Therefore, the only possible leakage path is through
the interface between the two seal faces. A spring (or bellows; see Section 30.2.2) forces the floating seal
face toward the fixed face, thereby closing the seal under static unpressurized conditions to prevent static
leakage. Under dynamic conditions, the interface between the two faces is lubricated by the sealed fluid.
Not shown in Figure 30.1 are the drive (or anti-rotation) devices that prevent the rotor from rotating
relative to the shaft and the stator from rotating relative to the housing. These usually consist of pins or
keys.

The defining characteristic of the mechanical seal is its ability to tolerate some degree of eccentricity,
misalignment, and runout, while maintaining a relatively low leakage rate. Even if the two faces are not
perfectly parallel and concentric, they will still track each other (if properly designed) because one of the
faces is flexibly mounted and floats. Because the seal is self-adjusting, the leakage path through the
interface between the seal faces cannot be explicitly controlled (although a controllable seal has been
proposed and built [Salant and Wolff, 1994]), but can be minimized by proper design. The thickness of
the lubricating film in the interface (with the sealed fluid acting as the lubricant) is typically on the order
of microns, and much smaller than the clearance in fixed clearance seals (which is determined by the
need to avoid interference in the presence of eccentricity, misalignment, and runout). Thus, the leakage
rate of the mechanical seal is much smaller than that of the fixed clearance seal — an important advantage.
The disadvantages of the mechanical seal, compared to the fixed clearance seal, are its greater complexity
and higher susceptibility to wear and mechanical and thermal failure.

At the present time, the operation of the mechanical seal is generally well-understood (although many
details still remain uncertain). This has allowed the construction of mathematical models of seal operation
that can be used for design, development, and troubleshooting. Virtually all major seal manufacturers
use computer programs based on such models. While the quantitative accuracy of the model predictions
are sometimes questionable, their qualitative predictions are very useful. Thus, computer programs are
usually used in conjunction with a test program.

30.2.2 Configurations

Many different seal configurations are possible. A comprehensive enumeration is given by Summers-
Smith (1992). Figure 30.1 shows the most common configuration. The rotor is the floating seal face,
which is loaded by a spring (or several springs). The sealed pressure is at the OD of the faces. Figure 30.2
shows a seal with a metal bellows, which replaces the spring and sliding O-ring of Figure 30.1. Removal
of the O-ring eliminates shaft wear, hanging up of the O-ring, and the resulting hysteresis. It also allows

FIGURE 30.1 Schematic of a mechanical seal.



         
higher-temperature operation. A disadvantage of the metal bellows is its vulnerability to fatigue failure.
Figure 30.3 shows a seal in which the stator is the floating face. This configuration is capable of higher
speeds than that of Figure 30.2, because it avoids instabilities in the flexible element (bellows or spring).
However, its major disadvantage is a larger axial and radial envelope. Figure 30.4 depicts a seal in which
the sealed pressure is at the ID. This type of seal is sometimes necessary, due to the geometric design of
the application. However, it is usually avoided, if possible. There are two reasons for this. Both stem from
the fact that thermal deformation, which is difficult to control, contributes to coning of the seal faces
such that the film thickness is a maximum at the OD. First, if the seal is designed to operate with full-
film lubrication, with inside pressurization and maximum film thickness at the OD, the seal will be
unstable and either the faces will fly open or the lubricating film will collapse (see Section 30.2.7). Second,
if the seal is designed to operate with mixed lubrication, with inside pressurization and maximum film
thickness at the OD, it will be difficult for the lubricant (the sealed fluid) to enter the interface.

For some applications, a multiple seal arrangement is used. In a double seal, two seals facing opposite
directions are mounted on the same shaft, and the cavity between the two individual seals is kept at a
higher pressure than the sealed pressure. This arrangement is used when no leakage to the environment
can be tolerated, as in the case of sealing hazardous materials. A second type of multiple seal arrangement

FIGURE 30.2 Metal bellows mechanical seal.

FIGURE 30.3 Mechanical seal with floating stator.

FIGURE 30.4 Mechanical seal with sealed pressure at the inner diameter.



       
is the tandem seal, also consisting of two seals mounted on the same shaft but facing in the same direction.
However, the cavity between the two individual seals is kept at a pressure intermediate between the sealed
pressure and the ambient pressure. This arrangement is used for sealing very high pressures because the
total pressure drop can be apportioned between the two seals. The tandem seal also offers a degree of
enhanced safety because if one seal fails, the second seal can usually take over the entire load for at least
a limited period of time.

30.2.3 Seal Face Materials

In most mechanical seals, one face is made of a soft material while the other is made of a hard material.
The soft face is usually carbon-graphite. This is usually impregnated with a resin or a metal (e.g.,
antimony) to reduce porosity. A wide variety of materials are used for the hard face. The most popular
material, today, is silicon carbide, either sintered or reaction bonded. It has comparatively good wear
resistance and frictional properties, high thermal conductivity, and low density. Its disadvantage is its
comparatively low toughness; it can be easily damaged, mechanically. The second most popular hard
face material is tungsten carbide. Other face materials in use are Ni-Resist cast iron, Stellite, and aluminum
oxide. While most mechanical seals consist of a soft face running against a hard face, for abrasive
applications both faces frequently are hard — typically, silicon carbide against silicon carbide or tungsten
carbide. Regardless of the face material, the running surface of the faces are lapped very flat and smooth,
to approximately 0.1 micron.

30.2.4 Sealing Region

The interface between the seal faces (Figure 30.1) is termed the sealing region, and is the most important
portion of the seal. This is where sealing is most difficult, because of the relative velocity between the
faces. Also, due to the relative velocity, it is the location where face damage and wear are most likely to
occur. It is the location where frictional forces and processes occur, and where heat generation takes
place. Thus, it is the most interesting part of the seal, from a tribological viewpoint. The rest of the seal
must be designed so as to achieve optimum conditions in this region.

The lubrication regime in the sealing zone is either full-film lubrication, with non-contacting faces;
or mixed lubrication, with asperity contact, depending on the seal design and operating conditions. As
mentioned earlier, the sealed fluid acts as the lubricant. The choice of lubrication regime depends on the
seal requirements. Full-film lubrication results in maximum seal life and minimum probability of failure,
but also relatively high leakage rate. Conversely, mixed lubrication results in minimum leakage rate, but
shorter seal life and higher probability of failure.

30.2.5 Floating Seal Face: Location and Forces

The axial location of the floating seal face determines the average film thickness and the lubrication
regime, as illustrated schematically in Figure 30.5. Thus, it plays a major role in determining the other
sealing region characteristics, such as heat generation rate, temperatures, pressures, contact areas and
forces, wear rate, seal life, and leakage rate.

The axial location of the floating face is determined by the forces acting on the face because the face
will assume an equilibrium location such that the net axial force on it is zero. The forces are shown
schematically in Figure 30.6. Forces that urge the floating face toward the fixed face are termed “closing
forces,” while those that urge the floating face away from the fixed face are termed “opening forces.”

There are two closing forces: the pressure force produced by the sealed pressure acting on the back
side of the floating face, and the spring force. The pressure force is usually dominant except at very low
sealed pressures. The spring force is usually important only under static, unpressurized conditions; it
keeps the seal closed when the sealed device is inoperative. For moderate to high pressures, the spring
force can usually be ignored. In general, however, the total closing force is given by:



           
(30.1)

where A′ is the effective area of the backside of the seal face. The total closing force can be expressed in
terms of the effective face area, Af , by introducing the balance ratio:

(30.2)

FIGURE 30.5 Determination of lubrication regime by floating face location: (a) full-film lubrication, and (b) mixed
lubrication.

FIGURE 30.6 Forces on floating seal face.
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Equation 30.2 is valid for a spring-loaded seal pressurized at the OD. (Equivalent expressions for a seal
pressurized at the ID and for a bellows seal are given in Summers-Smith (1992). The closing force is then
given by:

(30.3)

The balance ratio is known once the seal geometry is specified, and is usually between 0.65 and 0.90.
Therefore, it is quite easy to determine the closing forces for a prospective seal design. However, the same
cannot be said for the opening forces.

From Figure 30.6, it is seen there are two opening forces: the pressure force due to the pressure
distribution in the sealing region, and the contact force due to asperity contact. (The latter vanishes in
the case of full-film lubrication.) Therefore, the total opening force is given by:

(30.4)

This opening force cannot be computed, a priori, for a given seal design. In fact, a good deal of seal
analysis is required to evaluate this force.

Equating the closing and opening forces, one obtains the equilibrium equation that determines the
axial location of the floating seal face:

(30.5)

or

(30.6)

Note that the pressure distribution in the sealing region and the contact force (on the RHS of
Equation 30.6) implicitly depend on the axial location of the floating face. However, they also depend
on the film thickness distribution, which is affected by both mechanical and thermal deformation. While
the latter are quite small, on the order of microns, they are of the same order as the film thickness and
therefore play an important role. This is what makes Equation 30.6 difficult to solve.

30.2.6 Hydrostatic Seals

Most mechanical seals are nominally hydrostatic seals. The term “hydrostatic seal” refers to a seal in
which the pressure distribution in the sealing region is induced by the sealed pressure, and is not directly
induced by the rotation of the seal face. In this regard, the hydrostatic seal is analogous to the hydrostatic
bearing. The faces of a hydrostatic seal are axisymmetric, so that there is no circumferential variation in
the film thickness. Thus, the film thickness can only vary radially, a condition referred to as coning.
Coning, δ, is defined as the difference in the film thicknesses at the two radial boundaries of the sealing
zone, and is positive when the film converges in the direction of leakage (flow), and negative when the
film diverges in the direction of leakage. Positive coning for an outside pressurized seal is depicted in
Figure 30.7.

The fluid pressure distribution in the sealing region of a hydrostatic seal with a specified coning and
average film thickness can be determined from the solution of the Reynolds equation:

(30.7)
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For the hydrostatic seal, the second term on the LHS and the term on the RHS are zero. The solution is
shown, qualitatively, for a seal with a face width much smaller than the radius (as is usually the case) in
Figure 30.8. It is seen that the shape of the pressure distribution depends on the ratio δ/have. For parallel
faces (δ/have = 0), the distribution is linear; for positively coned faces, it is convex; and for negatively
coned faces, it is concave. Because the opening force due to the fluid pressure is proportional to the area
under the pressure distribution curve, it is seen that for a given film thickness, the larger the coning, the
higher the opening force due to fluid pressure. Similarly, for a given coning, the smaller the average film
thickness, the higher the opening force due to fluid pressure.

30.2.7 Non-contacting Hydrostatic Seals

Consider a non-contacting hydrostatic seal in which full-film lubrication occurs between the faces. At
moderate and high sealed pressures, the spring force can be neglected and the equilibrium Equation 30.4
becomes,

(30.8)

FIGURE 30.7 Coning of mechanical seal faces.

FIGURE 30.8 Pressure distribution in a non-contacting hydrostatic seal.
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For a given value of δ/have, the integral on the RHS of Equation 30.8 is just the area under the corre-
sponding curve in Figure 30.8. Therefore, each curve in Figure 30.8 corresponds to a seal with a given
balance ratio. Curves for positive values of δ/have correspond to balance ratios larger than 0.5, while those
for negative values correspond to balance ratios less than 0.5.

Equation 30.8 can be written as:

(30.9)

Thus, for a seal with a given balance ratio, the average film thickness is proportional to the magnitude
of the coning — the larger the coning, the thicker the film. In designing a hydrostatic seal, it is therefore
necessary to control the coning (produced by mechanical and thermal deformation). Too much coning
will result in excessive leakage, while too little will result in too thin a film and contact between the faces.

The axial stability characteristics of a non-contacting hydrostatic seal can also be deduced from
Figure 30.8. First, consider the case of a seal with positive coning. Consider such a seal operating in
equilibrium with the pressure distribution of curve b. If a small disturbance reduces have, the value of
δ/have increases and the pressure distribution in the sealing region changes to that of curve a. Thus, the
opening force increases and exceeds the closing force, causing the floating face to move back to its original
location. Conversely, if a small disturbance increases have, the value of δ/have decreases and the pressure
distribution in the sealing region changes to that of curve c. Therefore, the opening force decreases and
the floating face is again moved back to its original location. Thus, a seal with positive coning (Nb > 0.5)
will be stable to axial disturbances; it has positive axial stiffness. Now consider the case of a seal with
negative coning, operating with the pressure distribution of curve f. If a small disturbance reduces have,
the magnitude of δ/have increases and the pressure distribution in the sealing region changes to that of
curve g. The opening force decreases and is less than the closing force, causing the floating face to move
closer to the fixed face, away from its original location. Conversely, if a small disturbance increases have,
the magnitude of δ/have decreases and the pressure distribution in the sealing region changes to that of
curve e. The opening force increases and the floating face is moved further from the fixed face, again
away from its original location. Thus, a hydrostatic seal with negative coning (Nb < 0.5) will be unstable
to axial disturbances; it has negative axial stiffness. The faces will either fly open or collapse. A seal with
parallel faces (zero coning, Nb = 0.5) will be in neutral equilibrium, without any preferred average film
thickness. This is why all practical hydrostatic seals have balance ratios larger than 0.5, usually in the
range 0.65 to 0.90.

30.2.8 Contacting Hydrostatic Seals

While the non-contacting hydrostatic seal, discussed above, has the advantages of relatively long life and
high reliability, the need to reduce leakage rates in certain applications (e.g., to meet U.S. EPA emission
requirements) has caused designers to reduce the film thicknesses in hydrostatic seals to such a degree
that asperity contact between the faces occurs. In addition, in low pressure applications (e.g., automotive
water pump seals), hydrostatic pressures produce insufficient opening forces to maintain a continuous
fluid film. For such contacting seals, the contact force term on the RHS of Equation 30.6 is very important
and cannot be neglected. Therefore, the conclusions regarding the relationship between average film
thickness and coning, and between coning and stability, described above for non-contacting seals are not
valid for contacting seals. The latter may run stably with negative or zero coning, as well as with positive
coning. In fact, zero coning (parallel faces) may be preferable for some contacting seals, because such a
configuration will minimize the contact stresses.

30.2.9 Hydrodynamic Seals

In a hydrodynamic seal, the pressure distribution in the sealing region is induced by the rotation of one
of the seal faces. The term “hydrodynamic seal” arose by analogy with the hydrodynamic bearing. To
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generate elevated pressures through rotation, the film thickness must vary in the circumferential direction.
This is usually due to a circumferential variation in face geometry. An element of the pair of faces, with
one face moving in the circumferential direction, then acts like a slider bearing generating the elevated
pressure distribution. Such a pressure distribution can be computed from the Reynolds equation
(Equation 30.7), where the RHS is the hydrodynamic driving term (which is zero for a hydrostatic seal).
These seals are usually designed to operate with full-film lubrication.

One of the simplest types of hydrodynamic seals has one seal face containing micro-hydropads (see,
e.g., Walowit and Pincus, 1982). Such hydropads are recesses, with depths on the micron scale, that are
etched into the seal face, as shown in Figure 30.9a. As the mating face drags fluid past each recess, one
of the edges acts like a Rayleigh step bearing, and an elevated triangular pressure distribution is developed,
as shown in Figure 30.9b. The opening force per unit depth for each hydropad can be computed by
solving the Reynolds equation, and is given by:

(30.10)

From Equation 30.10 it is seen that the opening force always increases with decreasing film thickness.
Such a seal always has positive axial stiffness and will be stable to axial disturbances.

A more common type of dynamic seal is one containing macroscopic hydropads with depths on the
order of a millimeter, which are machined into the face. The operation of such relatively deep hydropads
is different from that of the microscopic hydropads discussed above. This is seen from Equation 30.10,
which shows that the opening force due to the Rayleigh step bearing effect becomes very small at large
values of hydropad depth (when the depth is much larger than the film thickness) and is therefore

FIGURE 30.9 Mechanical seal with shallow hydropads: (a) configuration of hydropad seal, and (b) pressure dis-
tribution in a hydropad seal.
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ineffective with macroscopic hydropads. The mechanism by which the macroscopic hydropad seal oper-
ates involves two phenomena (Key et al., 1989). First, the presence of the hydropads destroys the symmetry
of the face such that, when the seal is in operation, the face becomes wavy due to asymmetric mechanical
and thermal deformation. The amplitude of the waviness is on the order of microns, the same order as
the film thickness. Second, due to the circumferential variation in film thickness, a periodic pressure
distribution is produced, as shown in Figure 30.10 for a liquid film. This pressure variation is significant
because the waviness amplitude is on the same order as the film thickness (unlike the depth of the
hydropads). And because cavitation occurs below the cavitation pressure, this pressure distribution is
truncated at the cavitation pressure, resulting in a net opening force.

The hydrodynamic generation of elevated pressures due to face waviness can also occur unintentionally
in seals that are designed as hydrostatic seals. Such waviness can result from asymmetries of the face
structure and is invariably present to some degree. The consequence of such waviness can be a thicker
film and higher leakage rate than the designer intended. It has also been suggested that a similar
hydrodynamic effect is produced by surface roughness in the presence of inter-asperity cavitation (Lebeck,
1999).

A hydrodynamic seal that is currently quite popular, is the spiral groove seal (e.g., Salant and Homiller,
1993). A series of spiral grooves is etched into one of the faces. The groove pattern covers the entire face
except for an annular section at the OD or the ID, which is termed the sealing dam, as shown in
Figure 30.11a. The grooves are oriented such that when the mating face rotates, the seal acts li ke a viscous
pump, and fluid is pumped toward the sealing dam, which acts as a restriction to the flow. The result is
an elevated pressure distribution, as shown in Figure 30.11b. The sealing dam may be at the OD or at
the ID. If it is at the OD (as in Figure 30.11a), and the sealed pressure is at the OD, the seal is termed
an upstream pumping seal. In such a seal, the hydrodynamic effect not only generates the opening force
that keeps the lubricating film intact, but also reduces the leakage rate because the pumping by the
grooves is in the direction opposite to the leakage.

30.2.10 Gas Seals

Most mechanical seals in use today are liquid seals. Even such gas handling machines as gas compressors
often use a liquid seal with a liquid lubricating system. However, this situation has been changing, as
described below.

Much of what has been discussed in this chapter thus far is equally applicable to gas and liquid seals.
Thus, in principle, one could construct a hydrostatic gas seal. Although such seals have been discussed
in the literature, they generally are not in use because of their comparatively low stiffness. The situation

FIGURE 30.10 Pressure distribution in a mechanical seal with a wavy face.



         
is different for hydrodynamic seals, which can be designed to provide the required stiffness. While seals
with microscopic hydropads have been used for some applications, the most popular gas seals today are
spiral groove seals (and variations on the spiral groove design). These are usually referred to as dry gas
seals. They are very attractive for such gas sealing applications as compressors because they eliminate the
need for an elaborate lubrication system, which would be required for a liquid seal in such an application.

30.2.11 Two-Phase Effects

When a mechanical seal is used to seal a liquid close to the vapor temperature, it is possible for the liquid
to vaporize as it leaks across the seal face. This happens most frequently when sealing light hydrocarbons.
If a stable interface between the liquid and vapor portions of the film is formed, the seal effectiveness is
actually increased because the leakage rate is reduced from its single-phase value (Müller and Nau, 1998).
However, when two-phase conditions exist, the lubricating film frequently becomes unstable. Puffs of
vapor are emitted, the torque and leakage fluctuate erratically, and transient face contact occurs. Transient
face contact can be quite violent, and will eventually destroy the seal. To prevent the phase transition
and resulting instability, the sealed fluid temperature must be maintained below a certain maximum
temperature. That maximum temperature is equal to the vapor temperature at the sealed pressure minus
a temperature margin, which accounts for the fact that the fluid in the seal interface is at a higher
temperature than that in the sealed cavity. The temperature margin is a function of sealed pressure, as
illustrated in Figure 30.12, and also depends on the seal design, materials, and sealed fluid.

30.2.12 Seal Analysis

As mentioned, virtually all major seal manufacturers use mathematical models in the design and devel-
opment of mechanical seals. Because the physical processes governing seal behavior are all closely coupled,
as shown in Figure 30.13, closed form analytical so lutions are not possible. Therefore, numerical tech-
niques utilizing iteration are used.

FIGURE 30.11 Spiral groove mechanical seal: (a) configuration, and (b) pressure distribution. (From Salant, R.F.
and Homiller, S.J. (1993), Tribol. Trans., 36, 55-60. With permission.)



                  
The principal components of a seal analysis are: a fluid mechanics analysis, a deformation analysis, a
contact mechanics analysis (if mixed lubrication occurs), and a thermal analysis. The fluid mechanics
and deformation analyses are coupled because the fluid pressures produce mechanical deformation and
the deformations, in turn, affect the film thickness distribution, which determines the fluid pressure
distribution. The deformation and contact mechanics analyses are coupled because the deformations
affect the film thickness distribution, which determines the contact area and the degree of contact, while
the contact pressures produce mechanical deformation. The contact mechanics and thermal analyses are
coupled because the contact shear stresses generate frictional heat. The deformation and thermal analyses
are coupled because the heat generation produces thermal deformation. Finally, the fluid mechanics and
thermal analyses are coupled because the viscosity is affected by the temperature and the viscous heat
generation rate is determined by the fluid mechanics.

30.2.12.1 Fluid Mechanics

The fluid mechanics of the lubricating film is governed by the Reynolds equation. For a liquid it takes
the form:

(30.11)

This version of the Reynolds equation contains flow factors (Patir and Cheng, 1978), which are used to
account for the effect of surface roughness. They are usually only important for mixed lubrication. If
full-film lubrication occurs, the pressure flow factors (ϕr and ϕθ) can be set equal to 1 and the shear flow
factor (ϕs) set equal to 0. The solution of Equation 30.11 yields the fluid pressure distribution. However,
to solve Equation 30.11, it is necessary to know the film thickness distribution, h. Once Equation 30.11
is solved, the leakage rate can be computed from:

(30.12)

FIGURE 30.12 Temperature margin in a mechanical seal.

FIGURE 30.13 Coupling of processes in a mechanical seal.
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As would be expected, the leakage rate is inversely proportional to the viscosity. However, note the strong
(cubic) dependence of the leakage rate on film thickness. Very small changes in film thickness can result
in large changes in leakage rate. This is why it is very difficult to accurately predict leakage rates.

30.2.12.2 Contact Mechanics

For seals that operate with mixed lubrication, a contact mechanics analysis is necessary. The contact area
and forces are determined by the location of the floating face, the film thickness distribution, and the
roughness distribution. Significant contact occurs when the film thickness is less than or equal to
approximately five times the equivalent standard deviation (roughness) of the two faces, σs, where:

(30.13)

The analysis could use either an elastic-plastic or a plastic model of asperity deformation. The plastic
model is the easier to use, and is employed below.

The probability that an asperity will have height z, f(z), is assumed to be given by the Gaussian
distribution:

(30.14)

Using the plastic deformation model, at any location in the sealing region the contact force per unit
nominal area (contact pressure) is given by:

(30.15)

where H is the flow stress of the softer material. The total contact force contributing to the opening force
on the seal is then:

(30.16)

Note that the contact force can only be computed after the film thickness distribution, h, is known.

30.2.12.3 Deformation

Although the deformations of the seal faces are usually only on the order of microns, they play a very
important role because they are of the same order as the film thickness. Thus, they strongly affect both
the fluid and contact pressure distributions. The mechanical deformation is produced by the fluid and
contact pressures, and is affected by boundary conditions. The thermal deformations are produced by
the heat generation rate, and are also affected by boundary conditions. The latter (thermal) boundary
conditions are usually the most difficult to specify.

Two methods of performing the deformation analysis are used. In the first, a finite-element analysis
(FEA), usually in the form of a commercial package, is employed. While such an approach produces
accurate results (provided the boundary conditions are accurate), it is computationally intensive and can
be extremely time-consuming if used within an iteration loop. Therefore, the second method, the
influence coefficient method, is frequently used. In this method, it is assumed that the deformation is
linearly related to the applied forces and heat generation rate, so that:
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(30.17)

where the influence coefficients Mij and THij represent the mechanical and thermal deformations at node
i that are produced by a unit force or heat input at node j. Fj represents the force at node j due to the
fluid and contact pressures, while qj represents the heat generation rate at node j. The influence coefficient
Si represents the deformation at node i due to the combined effects of the sealed pressure, atmospheric
pressure, and spring force. All the influence coefficients are computed with an off-line FEA. Thus, a finite
element analysis need not be performed inside an iteration loop, only solution of Equation 30.17.

Once the deformations are determined, the film thickness distribution can be found in terms of the
minimum film thickness:

(30.18)

The minimum film thickness, hm, is found from a force balance on the floating face (Equation 30.6).

30.2.12.4 Thermal

Thermal analysis encompasses computation of the heat generation rate and the film temperature. The
latter is assumed to equal the interface temperature. Thermal analysis is important because the heat
generation rate determines the thermal deformation, and the film or interface temperature determines
the viscosity of the fluid. The interface temperature is also important because it controls some forms of
face damage (e.g., blistering of carbon-graphite, coking) and determines if vapor is formed.

The heat generation rate is due to viscous heat generation and frictional heat generation produced by
asperity contact (in the case of mixed lubrication). These rates are given by:

(30.19)

and

(30.20)

where f is the coefficient of sliding friction for the asperities.
The film or interface temperature is computed using the influence coefficient method:

(30.21)

where Tij is the temperature influence coefficient representing the temperature change at node i due to
a unit heat flux at node j, and TRef is the reference temperature, commonly chosen to be the fluid operating
temperature in the seal chamber. Tij is computed with an off-line finite element analysis. Once the film
temperature is determined, the viscosity can be computed from empirical viscosity-temperature data.

30.2.12.5 Computational Procedure

A typical computational procedure (Ruan et. al, 1997) is sh own in the flowchart of Figure 30.14. The
computation starts with the initial input, including the influence coefficients, seal geometry, material
properties, surface topography, and operating conditions. Then an estimation of minimum film thickness,
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face profile, and face temperature is made. This is followed by the first iteration loop, where the contact
force, pressure distribution, and viscous and frictional heat are calculated. Then the film thickness is
computed by the influence coefficient method. The computed film thickness distribution is compared
with the results from the last iteration. If the film thickness does not converge, then it is modified as:

FIGURE 30.14 Flowchart of typical mechanical seal analysis. (From Ruan, B., Salant, R.F., and Green, I. (1997),
Tribol. Trans., 40, 647-657. With permission.)



                   
(30.22)

where h(i) and h(i–1) are the film thickness in the current and previous iteration, respectively, and λ is the
relaxation factor. When the film thickness converges, the opening force is compared with the closing
force. If the forces are not balanced, the minimum film thickness is revised. After the force equilibrium
is found, the convergence of face temperature is checked. Only after the temperature has converged, can
steady equilibrium seal operation be found. Otherwise, the face temperature is modified by the bisect
method. With the updated temperature, viscosity is recalculated and the iteration process is repeated as
described above. Once the temperature has converged, the leakage rate is calculated. Finally, a full finite-
element analysis is performed to verify the accuracy of the influence coefficient method.

30.3 Rotary Lip Seal

The rotary lip seal is the most widely used type of dynamic seal. It is a relatively inexpensive, mass-
produced product, primarily used for low pressure applications. It is extensively used in the automotive
industry to seal crankshafts, transmissions, wheel hubs, axle pinions, and power steering components.
It is also extensively used in appliances and industrial equipment (e.g., gearboxes).

30.3.1 Basic Concept

A s chematic drawing of the rotary lip seal is sh own in Figure 30.15. The most important part of the seal
is the lip, constructed of an elastomeric material. Also important is the garter spring and the shaft. The
seal is mounted on the shaft with an interference fit, so that the lip deforms near the contact region, and
there is no static leakage. When the shaft rotates, the interface between the lip and the shaft is lubricated
by the sealed fluid. As in the case of the mechanical seal, the thickness of the lubricating film is on the
order of a micron. Also like the mechanical seal, the rotary lip seal can tolerate some degree of eccentricity,
misalignment, and runout, due to the ability of the lip to track the shaft. In sharp contrast to the
mechanical seal, however, a properly designed lip seal does not leak.

Compared to the mechanical seal, the lip seal is much simpler, mechanically. However, its operation
is much more complex and difficult to analyze. This is because some of the mechanisms that govern lip
seal behavior are on a microscopic scale. In fact, it is only recently that significant progress has been
made toward obtaining a comprehensive understanding of lip seal operation. Thus, very few analytical
design tools are available for rotary lip seals. Commercial finite-element analysis packages are used for
static structural analysis. However, there are currently no computer programs for performance prediction
that can be used for design purposes. At present, the design and development of rotary lip seals is primarily
an empirical process, involving a great deal of testing and the use of practical design guidelines.

FIGURE 30.15 Schematic of a lip seal.
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30.3.2 Configurations

Unlike the mechanical seal,  there are few va riations from the basic configuration of Figure 30.15. For
some applications, the garter spring is omitted. For applications in which the exclusion of dust or other
contaminants is important, a secondary exclusion lip is included, as shown in Figure 30.16. Another
variation is the so-called hydrodynamic seal. (This name is a misnomer because all lip seals are hydro-
dynamic.) These seals have spiral grooves or ribs molded on the air side, generally external to the sealing
zone. If there is an imperfection in the seal and a small amount of liquid leaks out, it is caught in the
grooves and propelled back under the lip.

30.3.3 Lip Materials

The most widely used lip material is nitrile rubber (NBR), due to its low cost and good oil and abrasion
resistance. It is suitable for use at moderate temperatures (–40 to 110°C). For higher temperatures (up
to 135°C), hydrogenated nitrile (HNBR) is frequently used, although it is significantly more expensive
than NBR. Even more expensive, but increasingly popular, are fluoroelastomers (FKM), which are
recommended for high-speed, high-temperature applications. Other elastomeric materials in use are
polyacrylic (ACM) and ethylene acrylic (AEM). Another material that is increasingly used for rotary seals
is polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), but this is a plastic, not an elastomer. PTFE seals are designed differ-
ently and behave differently from elastomeric seals, and are beyond the scope of this chapter.

30.3.4 Sealing Region

The sealing region in a rotary lip seal is the interface between the lip and the shaft, as shown in
Figure 30.15. The axial l ength of this region is initially approximately 0.1 mm, but is extended to
approximately 0.2 to 0.3 mm during the break-in period. As in the case of the mechanical seal, this is
the most important portion of the seal

It is well-established that under normal steady-state operating conditions, full-film lubrication exists
in the sealing region. This has been shown indirectly, through friction measurements, and directly,
through film thickness measurements (Jagger, 1957). These studies have indicated that the thickness of
the continuous fluid film is on the order of a micron. It is the presence of this film that prevents excessive
wear, mechanical and thermal damage, and excessive frictional losses.

The existence of a continuous fluid film between the lip and the shaft leads to two questions that have
occupied researchers for the last 40 years:

1. What is the load support mechanism that produces elevated pressures in the film, which cause
the lip to lift off of the shaft and which maintain the integrity of the film?

2. What is the sealing mechanism that prevents fluid from leaking through the interface?

FIGURE 30.16 Lip seal with exclusion lip.



         
In efforts to answer these two questions, researchers have conducted a large number of experimental
investigations, which revealed a number of important features of lip seal operation: reverse pumping,
importance of the microgeometry of the lip, importance of the macrogeometry of the lip, importance
of shaft surface microgeometry, bi-directionality characteristics, and the effect of converse mounting.
These are described in the chapter sections below.

While full-film lubrication occurs during steady-state operation, studies have shown that at very low
speeds and during the break-in process, mixed lubrication occurs (Salant, 1999).

30.3.5 Reverse Pumping

If the air-side of a successful seal is flooded with liquid, it is found that the liquid is pumped under the
lip, toward the liquid-side of the seal. This phenomenon is called reverse pumping. The pumping rate
is a measure of the effectiveness of the seal: if the pumping rate is too low, the seal will leak. (In addition,
some researchers believe that if the pumping rate is too high, the seal could fail.) Therefore, some seal
manufacturers measure the pumping rate of prospective seal designs during the development process.

It is believed that the reverse pumping phenomenon is connected with the sealing mechanism. The
reverse pumping (from the air-side to the liquid-side) is thought to counteract the natural leakage of the
seal (from the liquid-side to the air-side) to give zero net leakage.

30.3.6 Microgeometry of the Lip

The texture or roughness pattern of the lip surface in the sealing region plays a major role in determining
whether or not a seal will be successful. If the lip surface is very smooth, with few asperities, the seal will
not pump and will have a very short life (Horve, 1991). Figures 30.17 and 30.18  show the performance
characteristics of two seals constructed with different rubber compounds such that one contains a large
number of asperities, while the other contains few asperities. From these figures it is seen that a successful

FIGURE 30.17 Effect of asperities on pumping rate. (From Horve, L. (1991), SAE Trans., 910530. With permission.)
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seal requires a large number of asperities (or other microscopic features, such as micro-undulations) in
the sealing region.

After the lip is molded, its surface is very smooth. It is during the break-in period that asperities are
formed. Mixed lubrication occurs, and there is contact between the lip and the shaft. The resulting wear
processes (preferential, due to heterogeneity of the lip material) develop the lip microgeometry. Thus,
the primary function of the break-in period is to condition the lip.

The final lip microgeometry is very much material dependent. The base material, fillers, additives,
molding conditions, and mold geometry determine the microgeometry. Even the mold gate location can
make the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful seal.

30.3.7 Macrogeometry of the Lip

The macroscopic geometry of the lip also determines whether or not a seal is successful. As shown in
Figure 30.19, the most important macroscopic geometric features of  the seal are the lip angles and the
spring location. The liquid-side angle must be larger than the air-side angle, and both must be within
certain empirical limits: 40° to 70° for the liquid-side, and 20° to 35° for the air-side. The spring location,
relative to the center of the sealing region, must be closer to the air-side than to the liquid-side.

FIGURE 30.18 Effect of asperities on sea life. (From Horve, L. (1991), SAE Trans., 910530. With permission.)

FIGURE 30.19 Macroscopic geometric features of a lip seal.
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In the past it was thought that the importance of the macrogeometry was due to its influence on the
contact pressure distribution in the sealing region. As schematically il lustrated in Figure 30.20, experi-
ments on new seals indicated that favorable macroscopic geometries produced a contact pressure distri-
bution with a peak closer to the liquid-side of the seal than to the air-side, while unfavorable geometries
produced a distribution with a peak closer to the air-side than to the liquid-side. However, subsequent
experiments on a successful broken-in seal showed a rather flat contact pressure distribution, with no
discernible peak (Gabelli et al., 1992). It is now believed that the effect of the macrogeometry is to produce
a favorable distribution of circumferential displacement of the rubber surface in the sealing region. As
schematically il lustrated in Figure 30.21, favorable macroscopic geometries produce a ci rcumferential
displacement peak closer to the liquid-side, while unfavorable macroscopic geometries produce a cir-
cumferential displacement peak closer to the air-side, whether the seal is new or broken in (van Leeuwen
and Wolfert, 1996). One can conclude that the same geometries that produce an asymmetric contact
pressure distribution in a new lip produce an asymmetric circumferential displacement distribution in
a lip, whether new or broken in.

30.3.8 Shaft Surface Microgeometry

For a rotary lip seal to operate satisfactorily, the shaft surface finish must satisfy certain requirements
(the shafts are typically finished by plunge grinding). The surface should not be too rough or too smooth,
and must have minimal lead. If it is too rough, the lip will be damaged before a lubricating film can be
established; and if it is too smooth, the lip surface will not be properly conditioned during the break-in
period. The RMA (Rubber Manufacturers Association) and SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) have
set a standard of Ra = 0.25 to 0.50 microns (or 10 to 20 microinches).

However, recent experiments have shown that Ra is not the only shaft surface characteristic that affects
lip seal operation; Rsk (skewness), Rku (kurtosis), and Rv (maximum valley depth) are also important.
The RMA is, therefore, in the process of developing a new standard. In addition to conditioning the lip
during the break-in period, it is believed that the shaft surface influences lip seal operation in other ways,
despite the fact that the shaft surface becomes polished and has a roughness typically less than 10% of
the lip roughness. One possibility is that the shaft surface provides reservoirs to retain liquid during static

FIGURE 30.20 Contact pressure distribution in a new lip seal: (a) good seal, and (b) bad seal.



periods, and thereby supply liquid to establish the lubricating film during the start-up process. Another
possibility is that the shaft surface microgeometry can influence the load support mechanism. (Although
the shaft roughness is small compared to the lip roughness, because the Reynolds equation is nonlinear
in film thickness, small differences in the film thickness distribution could have large effects.)

30.3.9 Bidirectionality

If the shaft rotation direction is reversed with a relatively new seal, the seal will continue to operate
successfully. However, if a seal is run for an extended period of time (and the rubber lip material has
aged), and then the rotation direction is reversed, the seal will leak. Experiments in which pumping rate
was measured are related to this bidirectional behavior. It was found that if the rotation rate is suddenly
reversed and the lip material is elastic, the pumping rate remains the same; but if the lip material is
viscoelastic, the pumping rate is initially reduced due to a time delay in the response of the lip material.

30.3.10 Converse Mounting

It is well-known that if a successful lip seal is conversely mounted (installed backward), it will leak
profusely. This is connected with the asymmetric geometry of the seal. As described above, the macro-
geometric features of lip angles and spring location make the seal asymmetric. Indeed, the phenomenon
of reverse pumping is a consequence of the asymmetry. When the seal is installed conversely, the reverse
pumping is in the same direction as the natural leakage of the seal, and therefore augments the natural
leakage, rather than opposing it.

FIGURE 30.21 Circumferential displacement distribution in a lip seal: (a) good seal, and (b) bad seal.



30.3.11 Conceptual Model

Based on the observations of seal behavior described above, a conceptual model of seal operation can
be constructed. During the break-in period, there is mixed lubrication in the sealing zone, and asperities
are formed on the lip surface due to preferential wear. These asperities, in combination with the shaft
rotation, act as micro slider bearings and cause the lip to lift off the shaft. Eventually, the lip lifts completely
off the shaft, and a continuous fluid film is established.

Once the lip surface is conditioned, when the seal is run under normal steady-state conditions, the
asperities again act as micro slider bearings, producing elevated pressures in the film that cause the lip
to lift off the shaft and maintain the integrity of the film. This is the load support mechanism. Compu-
tations have shown that such elevated pressures are sufficient for producing the observed average film
thicknesses (Salant, 1996). These computations have also shown that cavitation plays an important role
in the sealing region, with more than 40% of the sealing region cavitated. Such cavitation has been
observed experimentally.

To understand the reverse pumping mechanism, consider a seal with a flooded air-side and a uniform
distribution of asperities, as shown in Figure 30.22. Under static conditions the asperities are circular, as
shown in Figure 30.22a (the vertical axis is compressed). However, under dynamic conditions, the rotating
shaft produces shear stresses in the fluid film, which cause the rubber lip surface in the sealing region to
deform in the circumferential direction. The circumferential displacement of the rubber varies in the
axial direction, depending on the macrogeometry of the lip. In a successful seal, the point of maximum
displacement is closer to the liquid-side of the seal than to the air-side. The asperities deform along with
the bulk material, and assume shapes that act like vanes. The computed shapes for a successful seal are
shown in Figure 30.22b. When the rotating shaft surface drags fluid over these deformed asperities, the
asperities act like viscous pumps. Asperities below the point of maximum displacement pump liquid
toward the liquid-side, while asperities above the point of maximum displacement pump liquid toward
the air-side. Because there are more asperities below the point of maximum displacement than above it
in a successful seal, there is net pumping toward the liquid-side.

While a seal with a flooded air-side is useful for studying (and measuring) reverse pumping, it is not
the normal configuration of a rotary lip seal. Under normal conditions, the air-side is not flooded, and
a meniscus separates the air f rom the liquid film, as shown in Figure 30.23. Under equilibrium conditions,
the meniscus will be located at some axial distance from the edge of the sealing region, lm, such that the
net leakage through the film is zero. One can view the flow in the sealing region as the superposition of
the leakage flow due to the sealed pressure and the reverse pumping flow. Under equilibrium conditions,
these two flows balance each other, to give zero net flow rate.

Note that the pressure on the liquid side of the meniscus, pa, is less than the ambient pressure, patm,
due to the action of surface tension forces. The depression of pa below patm is inversely proportional to
the radius of curvature of the meniscus. The latter will decrease as the separation between the bounding
surfaces (shaft and lip) of the meniscus is decreased. Therefore, the closer the meniscus is to the sealing
zone, the lower the pressure pa. Now consider the meniscus at some axial location to the left of the
equilibrium location. Pressure pa is now higher than its equilibrium value. The leakage flow due to the
sealed pressure is now reduced due to the smaller pressure gradient, and therefore the reverse pumping
rate exceeds the leakage rate due to the sealed pressure, and negative leakage occurs. The fluid flows
through the film from left to right, and the meniscus returns to its equilibrium location. Next consider
the meniscus at a location to the right of the equilibrium location. Now, pa is lower than its equilibrium
value, and the leakage flow due to the sealed pressure is increased above its equilibrium value and exceeds
the reverse pumping rate. The fluid flows through the film from right to left, and the meniscus again
returns to its equilibrium location. Thus, the equilibrium configuration is stable.

As one might expect, because the reverse pumping rate increases with shaft speed, as the speed
increases, the meniscus moves closer to the edge of the sealing region (Salant, 1996). At some critical
speed, the meniscus is ingested into the sealing region.



Bearing seals with grease lubrication operate somewhat differently. Here, the primary concern is the
exclusion of contaminants, rather than the retention of lubricant. Therefore, such seals are usually
reversely mounted with the air-side facing the bearing interior and the oil-side facing the exterior and
contaminants. The seals are lubricated by the small amount of oil bleeding from the grease, which is

FIGURE 30.22 Asperity patterns: (a) static asperity, and (b) dynamic asperity. (From Salant, R.F. (1997), Proc. 10th
Int. Colloq. Tribology, Technische Akademie Esslingen, 131-140. With permission.)



much less than the pumping capability of the seal. The small amount of oil pumped out prevents wear
and helps keep away liquid contaminants.

30.3.12 Seal Analysis

As mentioned, at the present time there are no computer programs capable of predicting rotary lip seal
performance suitable for design purposes, in contrast to the situation with mechanical seals. This is
because the microgeometry of the lip surface plays a central role in the operation of the lip seal. Therefore,
in analyzing the fluid mechanics, the microgeometry must be included when solving the Reynolds
equation. For the mechanical seal (with mixed lubrication), this is done statistically through the use of
flow factors. At the present time, such a statistical approach cannot be used with the lip seal because
significant inter-asperity cavitation occurs, which cannot be handled by any existing statistical technique.
Therefore, the Reynolds equation must be solved deterministically on a microscopic scale, but extending
over macroscopic distances. This results in very large computation times, too large for design purposes.
However, such deterministic analyses have been performed for research purposes, and have confirmed
the conceptual model described above. Some typical analyses are described in Salant (1999).

30.4 Nomenclature

FIGURE 30.23 Non-leaking configuration of a lip seal.

A′ Effective area of backside of seal face
Af Face area
a Land width in hydropad seal
b Recess width in hydropad seal
d Recess depth in hydropad seal
Fclosing Closing force
Fcontact Contact force
Fj Force at node j
Fopening Opening force
Fspring Spring force
f Contact friction coefficient
f(z) Probability that an asperity will have a height z
H Flow stress of the softer seal face
h Film thickness
have Average film thickness
hm Minimum film thickness
hi Film thickness at node i
lm Distance of meniscus from the edge of the sealing region
Mij Mechanical deformation influence coefficient
ml Leakage rate
NB Balance ratio
p Pressure
pa Pressure on liquid side of meniscus



30.5 Defining Terms

Closing forces: In a mechanical seal, the forces that push the floating face toward the fixed face.
Coning: The difference in the film thicknesses at the two radial boundaries of the seal. It is positive

when the film converges in the direction of leakage. For an outside pressurized seal, it is equal to
ho – hi.

Dry gas seal: A mechanical seal that operates with gas as the lubricant.
Fixed clearance seal: A seal in which the clearance between the shaft (or rotating seal component) and

the non-rotating seal component is geometrically fixed.
Fixed face: In a mechanical seal, the face that cannot move in the axial direction.
Floating face: In a mechanical seal, the face that is flexibly mounted and can move in the axial direction,

within limits.
Flow factor(s): Correction factors inserted into the Reynolds equation to account for the effects of

surface roughness.
Hydrodynamic seal: A mechanical seal in which the elevated pressures in the sealing region are induced

by the rotation of one of the faces.
Hydropad: A recess etched or machined into the face of a mechanical seal.
Hydrostatic seal: A mechanical seal in which the elevated pressures in the sealing region are induced

by the sealed pressure.
Reverse pumping: The pumping of fluid from the air-side of a lip seal toward the liquid-side, when

the air-side is flooded.
Rotor: The rotating seal face in a mechanical seal.
Seal face(s): The two components of a mechanical seal that have radially extended surfaces, one rotating

relative to the other.

patm Ambient pressure
ps Sealed pressure
qfrictional Frictional heat generation rate
qj Heat generation rate at node j
qviscous Viscous heat generation rate
r Radial coordinate
rb Balance radius
ri Inner face radius
ro Outer face radius
Si Sealed pressure/spring/ambient pressure influence coefficient
Ti Temperature at node i
Tij Temperature influence coefficient
Tref Reference temperature
THij Thermal deformation influence coefficient
U Surface speed
∆i Deformation at node i
δ Coning, ho – hi for an outside pressurized seal
θ Circumferential coordinate
λ Relaxation factor
µ Viscosity
ρ Density
σ1 Standard deviation of seal face 1
σ2 Standard deviation of seal face 2
σs Equivalent standard deviation of two mating seal faces
ϕr Pressure flow factor in radial direction
ϕs Shear flow factor
ϕθ Pressure flow factor in circumferential direction



Sealing dam: The portion of the face of a spiral groove mechanical seal that has no groove pattern and
restricts the flow.

Secondary seal: In a mechanical seal, the seals used to prevent leakage between components, such as
an O-ring between the rotating face and the shaft.

Sealing region: The interface between the rotating and non-rotating components of a seal. In a mechan-
ical seal, the interface between the two faces. In a lip seal, the interface between the lip and the shaft.

Stator: The non-rotating seal face in a mechanical seal.
Temperature margin: The vapor temperature minus the maximum seal fluid temperature to avoid

two-phase flow instability.
Upstream pumping seal: A spiral groove mechanical seal in which the grooves are oriented such that

they pump the fluid toward the high-pressure side of the seal.
Variable clearance seal: A seal in which the clearance between the rotating and non-rotating seal

components can vary.
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Further Information

A good general text covering many types of seals (including some static seals) is Fluid Sealing Technology
by Müller and Nau (Marcel Dekker, New York, 1998).

For the theoretical aspects of mechanical seals, the most extensive discussion is in Principles and Design
of Mechanical Face Seals by Lebeck (Wiley, New York, 1991). While this book is weighted toward
the author’s own research, it contains the most detailed description of the mathematical modeling
currently in use within the mechanical seal industry.



Mechanical Seal Practice for Improved Performance, edited by Summers-Smith (Mechanical Engineering
Publications Ltd., London, 1992), provides a good balance between the fundamental and practical
aspects of mechanical seals. The latter include seal selection, installation and operation, and failure
diagnosis.

The most detailed description of rotary lip seals is in Shaft Seals for Dynamic Applications by Horve
(Marcel Dekker, New York, 1996). This book covers both fundamental (from a descriptive rather
than a mathematical point of view) and practical aspects, and is a must for anyone involved in
rotary lip seal design or application.

The RMA Handbook (Rubber Manufacturers Association, various dates) is a collection of about 20
booklets covering the practical aspects of rotary lip seals. Its section on “Sealing System Leakage
Analysis Guide” (OS-17, 1990) is especially useful for failure diagnosis.

A good summary of the current state of mechanical seal and lip seal research and design is in the Special
Issue on Seals, Journal of Engineering Tribology (Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Part J, 213(J3), 1999).

Current research on mechanical seals and lip seals is reported in the following journals: ASME Journal
of Tribology, STLE Tribology Transactions, IMechE Journal of Engineering Tribology, Tribology Inter-
national, and Wear. An especially good source of material on all types of seals is the Proceedings of
the International Conferences on Fluid Sealing sponsored by the British Hydromechanics Research
Group, Ltd. (BHRG, formerly BHRA) every few years since 1961.
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